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We shall show an explicit value of a twisted adjoint L-value L(1, Ad( f )/)
attached to f. Here f is a primitive elliptic cusp form of ‘‘Haupt’’-type and / a
quadratic character. The calculation can be done by using the formula of
L(1, Ad( f )/) obtained by Hida. This value supports numerically a conjecture of
DoiHidaIshii [3].  1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to support, by a numerical example, a
conjecture concerning the relation between the values of twisted adjoint
L-functions associated with elliptic cusp forms and the discriminants of
Hecke fields of Hilbert cusp forms, which is formulated in DoiHidaIshii
[3]. We also give several numerical examples of special values of the zeta
functions D(s; f, g) associated with a primitive form f of level 52 and an
Eisenstein series g.
Let F=Q(- N) be a real quadratic field of strict class number 1 with the
Legendre symbol /=( N). Write o for the integer ring of F. We denote by
Sk the space of Hilbert cusp forms of weight (k, k) with respect to SL2(o),
S0k the ‘‘F-proper’’ subspace of Sk , the subspace of Sk which consists of
cusp forms not coming from Q through lifting. For an F-proper Hecke
eigenform . in Sk , let K. be its ‘‘Hecke field’’, that is, the field generated
over Q by the Fourier coefficients c(n; .) of . (here n runs over all integral
ideals of F ), K +. the subfield of K. generated by c(( p); .) for all rational
primes p. Then we denote by D(K. K+. ) the relative discriminant of K.K
+
. .
Now the main object of study in this note is the adjoint L-function
L(s, Ad( f )/) associated with a modular form f twisted by / (see (1.2)
below). When the space S0k is irreducible over Q as a Hecke module, a
weaker form of the conjecture in [3] is as follows:
The discriminant D(K.K +. ) is divisible by the odd prime factors of
the numerator of the algebraic part of the value L(1, Ad( f )/) for
any elliptic primitive forms f lifting into Sk .
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We note here that the only apparent relation of the forms f to . is that
they lift into Sk in which . resides.
In [3], the authors could compute the L-values for f with ‘‘Neben’’-type
/ and could not reach the L-values for ‘‘Haupt’’-type f. Sturm [9] gives a
general algorithm to compute L(1, Ad( f )/). But high dimensionality of
the space of level 4N2 involved, in particular, in computing the holomorphic
projection, forced us to find another method of computing the L-value.
In this paper, one numerical example of L-value associated with a
‘‘Haupt’’-type f is given (see (3.6) below). Our method of calculation of the
L-value is based on ‘‘Hida’s identity’’, which describes the relation between
the special values of the zeta functions associated with two modular forms
before and after lifting. The use of the identity is new in computation of
such L-values, and that is the principal reason enabling us to overcome
high dimensionality of the spaces involved as described above. Often in
earlier calculation of such L-values, the method discovered by fundamen-
tal works of Shimura [7, 8] is used (see for example, DoiGoto [1],
DoiIshii [2]), and we follow this line in our computation of D(m; f, g).
In Section 1, we describe Hida’s identity in a manner suitably trimmed
for our later use. In Section 2, we give an explicit formula of D(k&2; f, E*l, 1)
for level 1 Eisenstein series E*l, 1 and weight k primitive form f of square
prime level. In Section 3, using the results stated above, we give two kinds
of numerical examples: (i) twisted adjoint L-value L(1, Ad( f ) ( 5)) for the
primitive cusp form f of weight 20 with level 1; (ii) several special values
D(18; f, E*4, 1) for the primitive cusp forms f of weight 20 with level 52.
1. HIDA’S IDENTITY
1.1. We denote by H the upper half complex plane. Let us denote
by Gl(N) (resp. Sk(N)) the space of holomorphic elliptic modular forms of
weight l (resp. elliptic cusp forms of weight k) with respect to 10(N). Let
us take an element f of Sk(N) and an element g of Gl(N) with Fourier
expansions
f (z)= :

n=1
a(n) e(nz), g(z)= :

n=0
b(n) e(nz),
where a(n), b(n) # C, and e(z)=exp(2?iz) (z # H).
For k>l, the zeta function associated with two modular forms f and g is
defined by
D(s; f, g)= :

n=1
a(n) b(n) n&s (s # C). (1.1)
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Hereafter in this paper, we assume that
N is a prime#1 (mod 4).
Moreover, we assume that / is the quadratic character ( N), correspond-
ing to the real quadratic field F=Q(- N). Suppose that f is a primitive
form. Then the twisted adjoint L-function associated with f is defined by
L(s, Ad( f )/)
=‘
p
[(1&/( p) :p;&1p p
&s)(1&/( p) p&s)(1&/( p) :&1p ;p p
&s)]&1.
(1.2)
Here the product is taken over all rational primes p, and :p+;p=a( p),
:p ;p= pk&1 (s # C).
It is known that both functions (1.1) and (1.2) can be continued to mero-
morphic functions on the whole s-plane, in particular, that L(s, Ad( f )/) is
finite at s=1 (cf. Shimura [6, 7]).
1.2. For f # Sk(1) (resp. g # Gl(1)), we denote by f (resp. g^) the
Hilbert modular forms with respect to SL2(o) lifted from f (resp. g). Here
o is the integer ring of F. Then the following identity holds (cf. [3]):
Theorem 1.1 (Hida). Let f # Sk(1) and g # Gl(1) be primitive forms.
Suppose k>l. Then, for an integer m such that 12(k+l)&1<m<k,
D(m; f , g^)
N12 } ?2k( f , f )
=C }
D(m; f, g)
?k( f, f )
}
D(m; f /, g)
?k( f /, f /)<
L(1, Ad( f )/)
?k+2( f /, f /)
C=22k+11(k)&1 B2, /N&2(N2m&k&l+2&1) (1.3)1
} B2m&k&l+2 B2m&k&l+2, / .
Here ( , ) denote the normalized Petersson inner product, f / denotes the
twist of f by /, that is, f /(z)=n=1 /(n) a(n) e(nz); Bn (resp. Bn, /) denotes
the nth Bernoulli number (resp. generalized Bernoulli number associated
with /).
Remark. Since / is a primitive character modulo N, f / # Sk(N2) by
Proposition 3.64 of Shimura [5].
1.3. By (1.3), the calculation of the value L(1, Ad( f )/) is
reduced to that of D(m; f , g^), D(m; f, g), and D(m; f /, g). As for
D(m; f , g^) and D(m; f, g), a method of calculations and their numerical
examples are given in [1, 2]. Observe that if we take the case, say,
m=k&2 one can show that the function h0(z) in (2.5) below is a cusp
form. Therefore, in the next section, we will give an explicit formula of
D(m; f /, g) for m=k&2 and an Eisenstein series g.
1 The author thanks Professor Eknath Ghate who suggested the correction of the identity
in the original manuscript.
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2. AN EXPLICIT FORMULA OF D(k&2; f, E*l, 1)
2.1. Hereafter we assume that l is an even integer >2. We have an
Eisenstein series E*l, 1 # Gl(1) given by the Fourier expansion
E*l, 1(z)=1&
2l
Bl
:

n=1
_l&1(n) e(nz) (z # H). (2.1)
Here _l&1(n)=0<d | n d l&1.
In this section, we assume that f is a primitive form of conductor N2
belonging to Sk(N2). Moreover, we put *=k&l&2 and assume *>2.
By Theorem 2 of [7], we obtain
D(k&2; f, E*l, 1)=c(N 2) ?k( f, E*l, 1$*E**, N 2). (2.2)
Here
c(N2)= &4k&1N(N+1)3(k&l&2) } (k&3)!,
$*=
1
2?i \
*
2iy
+

z+ (z=x+iy),
E**, N 2(z)=(1&N&*)&1 } [E**, 1(N 2z)&N &*E**, 1(Nz)].
By virtue of [7], there exists a unique element h0 of Gk(N 2) which
satisfies the identities
E*l, 1 $*E**, N 2=h0+$k&2h1 , where h1 # Gk&2(N2); (2.3)
(., E*l, 1$*E**, N2)=(., h0) for every . # Sk(N2). (2.4)
We call h0 the holomorphic projection of E*l, 1$*E**, N2 . In this case, by (2.3),
h0(z) is given explicitly as
h0(z)=
1
2?i
}
1
k&2
} {l } E*l, 1 } z E**, N 2&* }

z
E*l, 1 } E**, N2= . (2.5)
We note that h0 # Sk(N2). In fact, we can show that the constant term
of the Fourier expansion (at ) of h0 | [_]k=(cz+d)&k h0((az+b)(cz+d))
vanishes for every _=( ac
b
d) # SL2(Z). First, in view of (2.5), we see that the
constant term of h0 is equal to zero. Now, noting that k=l+*+2, we let
|[_]k operate on the both sides of (2.3). Then, by the formula ($* f ) | [_]*+2
=$*( f | [_]*), we have
(E*l, 1 | [_]l) } $*(E**, N 2 | [_]*)=h0 | [_]k+$k&2(h1 | [_]k&2).
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This equality means that the constant term of the Fourier expansion (at )
of h0 | [_]k vanishes by the same reason as h0 .
Moreover, by a simple calculation, we obtain from (2.1) and (2.5) the
expression of the Fourier coefficients of h0(z)=m=1 t(m) e(mz)
t(m)=
1
k&2
}
2l
Bl
}
*
B*
}
1
N*&1 {Blm a(m)+B*(N*&1) m _l&1(m)
+2 :
m&1
i=1
[(k&2) i&lm] _l&1(i) a(m&i)= . (2.6)
Here a(n)=_*&1(nN)&_*&1(nN2) N* and we understand _*&1(n)=0
if n is not an integer.
Remark. This formula shows that every t(m) is contained in Q and that
its denominator contains only the prime factors of k&2, N*&1, and the
numerator of Bl and B* .
2.2. Now we decompose the space Sk(N2) into subspaces as
Sk(N 2)=S 0k(N
2)S 0k(N)S
0
k(1)W.
Here S 0k(N
i) is the space generated by the primitive forms of conductor N i,
and W by [.(Nz), .(N2z), (Nz) | . # S 0k(1),  # S
0
k(N)].
We note that the space S 0k(N
2) is orthogonal to its complement
S 0k(N)S 0k(1)W (cf. Miyake [4, Section 4.6]).
Let [ f1 , ..., fd] be the primitive basis of S 0k(N
2)S 0k(N)S
0
k(1) with
f1= f. Since h0 # Sk(N 2), we have
h0=x1 f1+x2 f2+ } } } +xd fd+h 0 (x i # C, h 0 # W). (2.7)
Then we have ( f, h0)=x1_( f, f) . From (2.2) and (2.4), we get the
following.
Lemma 2.1.
D(k&2; f, E*l, 1)
?k( f, f)
=c(N2) } x1 . (2.8)
2.3. We now explain how to calculate the ‘‘x1 .’’ Let p a prime {N,
and we fix it. Comparing the both sides of (2.7), we get the set of linear
equations
x1 } c( pn; f1)+x2 } c( pn; f2)+ } } } +xd } c( pn; fd)=t( pn)
(n=0, 1, 2, ..., d&1). (2.9)
Here c(n; f i) denotes the n th Fourier coefficient of fi .
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Now we put simply :i=c( p; fi). Then, since f1 , ..., fd are eigenforms, we
obtain
c( pn; fi)=:ni & :
1r[n2] {\
n
r+&\
n
r&1+= } pr(k&1)c( pn&2r; f i)
(n=0, 1, ...).
Therefore, by (2.9), we get the set of linear equations
\
1
:1
b
:d&11
1
:2
b
:d&12
} } }
} } }
} } }
1
:d
b
:d&1d +\
x1
x2
b
xd+=\
;1
;2
b
;d+ . (2.10)
Here
;i+1= :
0r[i2] {\
i
r+&\
i
r&1+= } pr(k&1)t( pi&2r) (i=0, 1, 2, ..., d&1),
and we understand ( i&1)=0.
Now we come to an explicit calculation of ‘‘x1 ’’ by the following elementary
Lemma 2.2. We put 8(x)=(x&:1) } } } (x&:d)=b0xd+b1xd&1+ } } } +
bd # C[x], and suppose : i {: j if i{ j. Then, for any (;1 , ..., ;d) # Cd, the
solution x1 in a set of linear equations such as (2.10) is given as
}
;1
;2
b
;d
1
:2
b
:d&12
} } }
} } }
} } }
1
:d
b
:d&1d } :d&1i=0 \ :d&1j=i ;d&j bj&i+ : i1
x1 = = . (2.11)
}
1
:1
b
:d&11
1
:2
b
:d&12
} } }
} } }
} } }
1
:d
b
:d&1d }
8$(:1 )
We can prove this lemma in an elementary way, but for simplicity we
adopt the technical proof below.
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Proof. The first equality is obvious. To show the second equality, we
consider the formal power series identity
:
d
i=1
xi
1&:i t
= :

j=0
;j+1 t j, where ; j+1= :
d
i=1
: ji x i .
If we multiply both sides by >dj=1 (1&:j t)=
d
k=0 bk t
k, then
the left-hand side= :
d
i=1 {xi } ‘j{i (1&:j t)=;
the right-hand side= :

i=0 \ :
i
j=0
;j+1 bi& j + t i,
where we understand bk=0 if k>d.
Thus, the right-hand side is actually a polynomial of degree d&1. There-
fore, evaluating the both sides at t=1:1 (if :1 {0), we obtain the result.
(If :1=0, making obvious modifications in the proof above, one can get
the same result.)
2.4. Combining (2.8), (2.10), and (2.11), we obtain the following.
Proposition 2.3. Let p be a prime {N, and let l be an even integer
>2. For a primitive form f of S 0k(N
2), we suppose that k&l&2>2. If 8(x)
below has no multiple root, then
D(k&2; f, E*l, 1)
?k( f, f)
=c(N2) }
d&1i=0 (
d&1
j=i ;d& jbj&i) :
i
8$(:)
.
Here
:=c( p; f ): the pth Fourier coefficient of f,
c(N2)=&4k&1N(N+1)3(k&l&2) } (k&3)!,
8(x)=8 (0)T( p)(x) } 8
(1)
T( p)(x) } 8
(2)
T( p)(x)= :
d
j=0
bjxd& j # Z[x]
(8 (i)T( p)(x) denotes the characteristic polynomial of
Hecke operator T( p) in S 0k(N
i) (i=0, 1, 2)),
; i+1= :
0r[i2] {\
i
r+&\
i
r&1+= } pr(k&1)t( pi&2r)
(i=0, 1, ..., d&1).
We note that each Fourier coefficient t( pi&2r) of the holomorphic projec-
tion h0 of E*l, 1$*E**, N 2(*=k&l&2) is given in (2.6).
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3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
3.1. We give here a numerical example L(1, Ad( f ) ( 5)), where f
is the primitive element of S20(1). We denote by ‘‘7’’ the image under the
lifting to F=Q(- 5). First, by means of Shimura’s method, we obtain two
numerical examples (cf. [1, 2]),
D(18; f, E*4, 1)
?20( f, f )
=
228
36 } 53 } 73 } 11 } 13 } 17
; (3.1)
D(18; f , E*4, 1@ )
512 } ?40( f , f )
=
251 } 108971 } 117911
313 } 57 } 75 } 112 } 132 } 173 } 977 } 33446579
(3.2)
((3.2) is computed by H. Ishii.)
Next we note that the twist f / of f by /=( 5) is a primitive form of
S 020(5
2). We use the same notation as in Proposition 2.3. Taking p=2,
l=4, k=20, and N=5, we get
8(x)=8 (0)T(2)(x) } 8
(1)
T(2)(x) } 8
(2)
T(2)(x);
8 (0)T(2)(x)=x&456,
8 (1)T(2)(x)=(x
4+420x3&2002872x2&746347520x+237314973696)
_(x3+1006x2&757856x&578651136),
8 (2)T(2)(x)=(x+456)(x
3&1006x2&757856x+578651136)
_(x4&420x3&2002872x2+746347520x+237314973696)
_(x6&55x5&2020658x4+13458560x3+985406793088x2
+93254057093120x&35767830745645056)
_(x6+55x5&2020658x4&13458560x3+985406793088x2
&93254057093120x&35767830745645056)
_(x8&2907524x6+2568216374016x4
&678867689422782464x2+8301849147532531204096). (3.3)
We remark that all factors are irreducible and 8(x) has no multiple root.
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On the other hand, by (2.6) each t(2i) (i=0, 1, 2, ..., 35) is given as
i=0
i=1
i=2
b
&5603
&3360
&1635203
b
(3.4)
(The continuing data of t(2i) are listed in the last table of this article, see
Table I).
Using (3.3) and (3.4), by Proposition 2.3, we get
D(18; f /, E*4, 1)
?20( f /, f /)
=
230 } 108971 } 117911
35 } 7 } 13 } 17 } 29 } 251 } 449 } 19531 } 155689
. (3.5)
Note that if we put g=2&1‘(&3) } E*4, 1 , then g is a primitive form in G4(1),
and g^ is given by g^=2&2‘F (&3) } E*4, 1@, where ‘F (s) is the Dedekind zeta
function of F. Therefore, from (3.1), (3.2), (3.5), and Theorem 1.1, we
obtain
L(1, Ad( f )/)
?22( f /, f /)
=
230 } 977
37 } 7 } 13 } 17 } 19 } 251 } 155689
. (3.6)
Here
2&1‘(&3)=2&2‘F(&3)=1240,
B2, /=45, B14=76, B14, /=22 } 7 } 17 } 334465795,
514&1=23 } 3 } 29 } 449 } 19531.
Remark. We observe that dim S020=2, and
D(K.K +. )=5 } 977 } 67169.
On the other hand, the odd prime factors of the numerator of norm of
L(1, Ad(h)/)?20(h, h) are 5 and 67169, where h is a primitive form of
level 5, weight 20 with ‘‘Neben’’-type / (for more details, see [3]). Thus
together with (3.6), we can see that the conjecture in question completely
holds at least in this case.
3.2. The space S020(5
2) splits into six eigenspaces of Hecke operators.
The dimension of S 020(5
2) is 28; each square in Fig. 1 indicates each irreducible
subspace invariant under the action of Hecke operator T( p) for all prime
numbers p; the number given at each side of a square is the dimension of
corresponding subspace; the whole space is the direct sum of the subspaces.
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FIG. 1. The structure of S 020(5
2).
In particular, the characteristic polynomial of T(2) on each subspace is
as follows:
I: x+456;
II: x3&1006x2&757856x+578651136;
III: x4&420x3&2002872x2+746347520x+237314973696;
IV: x6&55x5&2020658x4+13458560x3
+985406793088x2+93254057093120x&35767830745645056;
IV/: x6+55x5&2020658x4&13458560x3
+985406793088x2&93254057093120x&35767830745645056;
V: x8&2907524x6+2568216374016x4
&678867689422782464x2+8301849147532531204096.
We remark that the space I (resp. IIIII) is the twist of S 020(1) (resp.
S 020(5)) by /, and the space IV
/ is that of the space IV.
Finally, using Proposition 2.3, we give the values of the norm NKfQ(x( f ))
of x( f )=D(18; f, E*4, 1)?20( f, f ) associated with a primitive form f in
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each subspace II, ..., V, where we denote by Kf the field generated over Q
by the Fourier coefficients of f (the value (3.5) mentioned above is this
x( f ) for the subspace I):
II:
286 } 83 } 269 } 1783 } p1 } p2
318 } 513 } 78 } 11 } 133 } 172 } 293 } 251 } 347 } 349 } 4493 } 195313 } 60623
;
III:
2103 } 192 } 41 } 193 } 419 } 547 } 6329 } p3 } p4
323 } 512 } 710 } 11 } 132 } 173 } 294 } 4494 } 195314 } 21647 } 155689 } p5
;
IV:
2176 } 1583 } 10733 } 2240629 } 330975341 } p6 } p7 } p8
335 } 56 } 717 } 113 } 134 } 176 } 296 } 4497 } 195316 } 24034021819 } p9
;
IV/:
2183 } 173 } p10 } p11 } p12 } p13
336 } 57 } 717 } 114 } 134 } 174 } 296 } 4497 } 195316 } 24034021819 } p9
;
V:
2229 } 89 } 367 } 1069 } 2579 } 8807 } p14 } p15 } p16 } p17 } p18
342 } 510 } 720 } 114 } 133 } 178 } 298 } 4498 } 9349 } 195318 } p219
.
Here the primes p1 , ..., p19 are
p1=201858561557,
p2=14319140029516639;
p3=8349176927135203,
p4=55332099909880441;
p5=2350225844321;
p6=8447994539,
p7=4150483413299,
p8=91167888889453942302191995711;
p9=28698339140209315154576171951;
p10=859863911713,
p11=31055705730229,
p12=26692478901465945781,
p13=1450413878582381151378283;
p14=55619021,
p15=12598104247,
p16=4960640165646133,
p17=23950600276906951,
p18=8191446015145543483592434181;
p19=4788085719292554808696529.
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TABLE I
Numerical Table of Fourier Coefficients t(2i) of the Holomorphic
Projection of E*4, 1$14E*14, 5 2
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